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Constitutionalism is enjoying yet another renaissance, this time in the context of superna-
tional institutions.1 Many observers believe that the answer to the question popular during
the late 1990s—is constitutionalism possible beyond the nation-state?—ought to be in the
affirmative. It has become de rigueur to reach for constitutional language when considering
postnational legal entities so long as they bear some resemblance to formal features we
associate with constitutional rule. Never mind that these entities (variously taxonomized as
regimes, systems, institutions, orders, processes, and so on) have little in common with each
other. International institutions ranging from the UN to the WTO, NAFTA, IMF, and ICSID,
human rights regimes including the UDHR and the ECHR, juridical constructs such as jus
cogens, transnational contract law, and treaties from the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties to the New York Convention on the Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards have
all been considered forms of constitutional order at one point or another.2 Is the house of
constitutionalism great enough to accommodate all these mansions?

I will begin this article by explaining why we might need a constitutional theory of
institutions beyond the state. In response, I will point out a trend towards inflationary and
indiscriminate use of constitutional terminology, and argue that this not only results in the
loss of analytical precision, but threatens to erode the concept of constitutionalism itself. I
will then propose the category of “functional constitutionalism” to characterize the kind of
constitutional practice emerging at the level of functionally specialized institutions beyond
the state. In developing this idea, I will draw on the development of the European legal order
out of the 1957 Treaty of Rome.3 I will conclude by pointing out the more general uses of
this category. Specifically, I will argue that the idea of functional constitutionalism is well
suited to characterizing new forms of political ordering beyond the state, and provides a
valuable critical tool with which to evaluate these.

i. Constitutionalism beyond the state and the perils of conceptual profligacy

All around us, political processes that escape the nation-state’s frame of reference are chal-
lenging our conceptual orthodoxies and normative intuitions. At its best, social science treats
the new world of politics beyond the nation-state as an opportunity for analytical creativ-
ity and renewed critical rigor. In more equivocal instances, we paper over unknowns with
fuzzy neologisms (‘governance’ is a ubiquitous favorite) or wheel out concepts formulated
in entirely different contexts.

Constitutional theory has become a particularly crowded conceptual terrain in our collec-
tive endeavor to make sense of newly emerging political and economic institutions beyond the
state. Puzzlingly, however, mainstream responses to the question of whether and to what ex-
tent constitutionalism remains practicable in the postnational context tend to adopt a uniform
argumentative tack, notwithstanding persistent disagreements about whether that question
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ought to be answered in the affirmative. In a recent work, Jeffrey Dunoff and Joel Trachtman
have aptly called this pervasive methodology the “check list approach”:4 observers tend to
posit a set of legal and institutional criteria as being central to constitutionalism, and pro-
ceed to analyze the extent to which existing postnational regimes approximate those criteria.
The most frequently cited signs of constitutionalism include the hierarchical organization of
norms, the authority to produce binding rules, direct applicability, binding mechanisms of
dispute resolution, systems of precedent, schedules of fundamental rights, and rudimentary
channels of democratic accountability. In a nutshell, the claim is that institutions which repli-
cate the features we associate with constitutional orders must be considered in constitutional
terms. To borrow Alec Stone Sweet’s colorful metaphor, “if it looks, walks, and quacks like
a duck, then it is probably a duck.”5

More often than not, scholars opt for minimalist constitutional criteria, which lead more
easily to the conclusion that a given international regime is in the process of ‘constitution-
alization,’ or, less often, already constitutionalized. Because more and more supernational
regimes issue norms that bind their member states, incorporate compulsory mechanisms of
dispute settlement, or give rise to justiciable rights for individuals, the checklist approach
yields as many positive results (“yes, it is constitutionalized”) as we are willing to allow. The
more we relax the criteria, the more numerous the constitutionalized regimes we see.

The academic excitement over the purported constitutionalization of international law
has been accompanied by the emergence of a near-consensus among scholars of European
law concerning the de facto constitutional status of the European Union.6 Nonetheless,
the pervasiveness of constitutionalizing analysis in the academic context is puzzlingly at
odds with the dismal failure of the European Union’s attempt to stage a Philadelphian
“constitutional moment” in the early 2000s. Why insist on constitutional language in our
research if we can’t make it stick in the ‘real world’? I believe that legal and political
theory’s passion for constitutional discourse has to do with the prospect of epistemic em-
powerment vis-à-vis the historically dominant (neo-) realist paradigm in international re-
lations, according to which only sovereign states and their capacity to exert violent force
“matter.”7 The language of constitutionalism offers traction for normative theory and le-
gal scholarship in an area of human activity where their insights have traditionally been
dismissed as trivial at best, and dangerous at worst.8 Over the last two decades, the nor-
mative disciplines have used the theme of constitutionalism beyond the state to push back
against the realist orthodoxy that the law, either as a factual or normative category, has
little to contribute to the investigation of politics among states. Scholars of these disci-
plines argue that legal obligations and juridical modes of argument not only influence
state “behavior,” but also help to reconfigure the unquestioned categories (such as inter-
ests, security, or power) on which traditional international relations scholarship is built.9

From this perspective, the terminological shift in favor of constitutionalism is symptomatic
of an attempt by political and legal theorists to conquer new territory in a disciplinary
turf war.

Unfortunately, however, easy resort to constitutional terminology has some adverse con-
sequences for constitutional theory itself. For one thing, it can result in dignifying every legal
and quasi-legal entity in the supernational context with the constitutional label. As a result,
the idea of constitutionalism is being subjected to what Giovanni Sartori has referred to as
“concept stretching.”10 According to Sartori, “the net result of conceptual straining is that
our gains in extensional coverage tend to be matched by losses in connotative precision.”11

That is, the attempt to indefinitely expand the scope of applicability of a concept comes at
the expense of analytical exactness and clarity.
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Given the special purchase of the idea of constitutionalism in modern democracies, how-
ever, a glut of poorly conceptualized academic work may turn out to be the least of our
worries. The real danger is that our collective conceptual profligacy is in the process of
devaluing constitutionalism as a crucial evaluative category in modern political discourse.
Since the late eighteenth century, constitutionalism has emerged as the authoritative place-
holder of normative principles central to our understanding of what makes public institutions
legitimate. It is not simply a mode of political ordering but a repository of political ide-
als. The erosion of constitutional vocabulary through overuse therefore limits our ability to
understand, assess, design, and redesign the institutions which govern us.

Should these considerations lead us to raise the threshold at which we consider new legal
regimes to be properly constitutionalized? That is, should we counteract terminological laxity
by adopting a more stringent checklist of constitutional features? This has been the preferred
response of a number of strong democratic constitutionalists, who argue that a simple
agglomeration of ‘constitutional-oid’ characteristics such as direct effect, supremacy, and
judicial review cannot amount to constitutionalism.12 In a celebrated 1995 essay,13 German
Federal Constitutional Court Justice Dieter Grimm outlined this position in response to
the debate about the European Union’s constitutional prospects. He insisted that the EU’s
advanced legal structure did not have freestanding constitutional status because it had never
been authorized by a European demos. In Grimm’s view, “it is inherent in a constitution in
the full sense of the term that it goes back to an act taken by or at least attributed to the
people,”14 which can never be the case with a treaty system, no matter how constitution-like
its formal characteristics. Grimm argued that because Europe’s democratic publics can only
make their mark on the EU’s founding treaties indirectly, that is to say, through their national
executives and legislatures, this crucial element of democratic authorization is missing from
the supranational context.

Broadly speaking, Grimm’s position implies the conclusion that the sovereign state frame-
work is indispensable for the meaningful practice of constitutionalism.15 On the one hand,
Grimm is right to doubt that his popular sovereigntist understanding of constitutionalism
can be transferred wholesale to the world of deeply legalized supernational institutions with
functionally limited competences.16 On the other hand, a more radical implication of this
argument—not explicitly acknowledged by Grimm himself—is that by refusing to consider
the constitutional credentials of treaty-based regimes that cannot lay claim to democratic
legitimation, we seem to rule out the possibility of postnational applications of constitu-
tionalism. And yet, to deny that constitutionalism can have any purchase beyond the state
is to throw the baby out with the bathwater: an inflexible insistence on a thick notion of
constitutionalism (especially one which insists on a moment of popular authorization) may
doom constitutionalism itself to irrelevance. As Udo di Fabio, another Justice of the German
Constitutional Court put it in relation to the EU’s constitutional debate, “those who insist only
on [categories based upon the closed nation-state] squander the opportunity to anchor the
telos of the Union more strongly than ever in the values of Western constitutional culture.”17

Let us sum up the drawbacks of the checklist approach. First, it would appear that
more and less demanding uses of this approach lead to the same conclusion: they both
cast into doubt the continued relevance of constitutionalism beyond the state. Either we
must tolerate the indefinite conceptual erosion of constitutionalism and its gradual reduction
to a series of formalistic criteria, or we must confine its applicability to the historically
contingent and increasingly beleaguered nation-state form. Second and more important, the
checklist approach thwarts any sort of general agreement about whether a given regime is
constitutional, because it amounts to arguing from definitional fiat. The resulting debate
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hinges not on what postnational constitutionalism might look like, but on essentialist and
static definitions of what constitutionalism is or does. The problem is that what constitutions
are or what they do within the context of the nation-state will not necessarily be what they do
(or should do) beyond that context. Delegating the verdict about the possibility or desirability
of postnational constitutionalism to statist criteria not only leads observers to speak past
one another, it also naturalizes existing forms of constitutionalism as the only kinds of
constitutional practice imaginable. Last, and perhaps most important, this approach obscures
the distinctive and normatively salient aspects of postnational modes of political organization,
their promises as well as their drawbacks. In sum, the current debate often fails to live up to
what Neil Walker has termed the challenge of “translation”:18 in using constitutional indices
inherited from the nation-state context, we neglect the pressing need to reimagine the idea of
constitutionalism.

The multiplication of sites of politics beyond the state presents a bi-directional challenge
not just for constitutional theory but for social science in general: on the one hand, conceptual
categories carefully tailored to the nation-state, such as constitutionalism, sovereignty, or
citizenship, need to be translated into institutional contexts where assumptions of territorial
boundedness, concentrated political authority, and cultural homogeneity no longer obtain.
On the other hand, the essential normative qualities which make these categories worth
preserving in the first place must not be lost in translation. Just because political power
has ‘gone transnational’ does not mean it has dissipated; rather, we must insist on the same
sophisticated standards of political legitimacy to which we hold national institutions wherever
political power is exercised.

A more promising alternative to the checklist approach would be to undertake conceptual
readjustment and normative critique simultaneously. Thus, on the one hand, we must be
sensitive to constitutionalism’s critical force insofar as it distils key principles about political
legitimacy and provides a way of placing these at the center of political order. The attempt to
reduce constitutionalism to a series of legal and institutional features sidelines the essential
normative content which gives constitutionalism its distinctiveness as a political idea and
ideal. Once constitutionalism is deprived of its role as the legitimating framework of public
power, we lose the normative substance which makes it a category worth preserving in the
postnational context. In other words, the problem of adapting constitutionalism to non-state
entities and the analytical creativity that this task requires should not come at the expense of
the valuable inheritance of constitutional theory.

On the other hand, clinging to an all-too demanding normative standard of constitution-
alism (for instance, one which rests on grand constitutional foundings of the Philadelphian
variety) may close off the possibility of recovering constitutionalism outside the context of the
nation-state altogether. Consequently, the most useful way of assessing the prospects of post-
national constitutionalism is to undertake a reciprocal readjustment of existing constitutional
practices beyond the state on the one hand, and conventional constitutional expectations on
the other.

Certainly, this project of conceptual renovation can only be the subject of a larger, lasting
effort by epistemic communities of scholars, jurists, and citizens. In this paper, I will point
towards one possible response to this challenge by developing the idea of “functional con-
stitutionalism.” I will use this concept to capture a distinct manner of constitutional practice
that is emerging in the context of functionally specialized supernational institutions which
no longer operate in the manner of conventional public international law. My goal is to
create an analytically sound subcategory within constitutionalism that is, on the one hand,
sensitive enough to detect the development of constitutional characteristics in legal regimes
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beyond the state. On the other hand, however, I hope to formulate the idea of functional
constitutionalism such that it is sensitive to the shortcomings of postnational constitutional
regimes in terms of inclusion, justice, and democratic legitimation.

In what follows, I will briefly distinguish two roles that constitutions fulfill, which I will
call the normative and the functional. I will then argue that through the jurisprudence of the
European Court of Justice and the cooperation of national courts, the 1957 Treaty establishing
the European Economic Community gradually evolved into a constitutional system config-
ured on a non-comprehensive, partially autonomous, and functionalist footing. I will argue
that during the period up to the signing of the Maastricht Treaty in 1992, Europe’s legal order
is best understood as one of “functional constitutionalism.”19 By contrast, Maastricht and
subsequent treaties have broadened the EU’s political horizons beyond the market-building
project. As a consequence, I do not claim that the model of functional constitutionalism
provides an exhaustive characterization of the European legal order as it currently stands.
Rather than give an au courant account of Europe’s supranational constitutionalism, this
paper aims to introduce a new category into the vocabulary of constitutional theory and to
suggest that it may be of use elsewhere, too.

ii. The constitution’s twin roles: legitimacy and effectiveness

The idea of a purely functional constitutionalism originates in the observation that constitu-
tions have two simultaneous roles. The first is that of creating and organizing public power.
The second is that of organizing public power in accordance with a series of weighty nor-
mative commitments on which citizens understand their union to rest. To put the distinction
another way, on the one hand, constitutions order the business of governing, map the func-
tions of political institutions, and enable the exercise of political authority more generally. On
the other hand, they anchor political authority in principles about what makes that authority
legitimate, including but not limited to liberty, equality, justice, and democracy. Political
theorists have variously thought of this aspect of the constitution as a repository of common
principles and long-term goals, a shared medium of debate and communication akin to lan-
guage, an agreed-upon manner of reasoning about public questions, or a powerful recourse
against perceived acts of domination or exclusion. In its normative role, the constitution
should be able to provide resources for diverse causes in a wide range of struggles: it might
serve as a defensive mantle donned to reclaim one’s voice against exclusionary practices, as
the touchstone for unfulfilled aspirations during moments of political stasis, or a baseline
consensus on which to fall back in times of division and conflict. Nor is the normative
meaning of the constitution necessarily or immutably written into its text; rather, it results
from the debates, contestations and reappropriations constantly waged under its terms and
which sediment over time into a series of reciprocally intelligible (but not necessarily agreed
upon) meanings.20

In what I will refer to as its functional role, by contrast, the constitution translates the
normative expectations built into it into government: a living, breathing system populated
by posts, institutions, and rules that produces the steady output of laws that are necessary to
deliver the public goods for the sake of which the polity exists. For instance, the constitution
might divide labor (and power) among legislative, executive, and judicial branches, spread
competences over local, regional, national, and (often) supernational tiers of government,
set out the procedures through which offices will be filled, laws issued, rights and duties
balanced, political grievances registered. In so doing, the constitution must be conducive to
the pursuit, in Jon Elster’s words, of “the goal of efficient decision-making, unencumbered,
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if necessary, both by popular participation and by constitutional constraints”21 such as those
guaranteeing individual rights, the rule of law, and so on. In sum, constitutions are not only
intended to make public power legitimate, they are also supposed to make it effective.

To be sure, effective government is, in a very general sense, also a criterion of legitimacy
and thereby also a normative commitment. Nevertheless, it is possible to draw an analytical
distinction between two logics which the constitution is meant to navigate, the one pragmatic
and related to the effectiveness of political acts, and the other normative and related to the
legitimacy of political acts. Put differently, the constitution must bring together two equally
important vectors which do not always point in the same direction: it must ensure not only
that political institutions fulfill the greater and smaller chores of government, but also that
they do so in a way that is just, equitable, respectful of human dignity, and conducive to the
autonomy of each citizen.

There are three important points to note about this analytical distinction. First, I do not
mean to argue that a constitution is either a necessary or sufficient condition in bringing
about governmental effectiveness or political legitimacy. Rather, my point is that these are
the principal tasks with which the constitution is charged, whatever institutional or structural
factors may be needed to produce the outcomes in question.

Second, all constitutional rules are normative in the sense of being prescriptive. Whether
a constitutional rule helps to increase the effectiveness of political power or protects human
dignity, all constitutional rules are commands and thus intended to shape the behavior of
those subject to them. In this general sense, the term “normative” tracks the constitution’s
character as law. Here, by contrast, I use the term “normative” in a more specific sense, that
is, to track a constitutional commitment’s claim to legitimacy rather than mere legality. Thus,
we can distinguish the normative dimension of constitutional commitments by assessing
the immediacy of their connection to ideals of freedom, equality, justice, solidarity, and so
on; that is to say, on the basis of their intrinsic value. By contrast, where constitutional
commitments are valued for their ability to make public institutions more competent, more
effective, or more powerful in the long-term, I will emphasize their pragmatic character.

Third, all constitutions encompass some combination of both logics, the normative and
the pragmatic. As Stephen Holmes has observed, many constitutional norms that expand and
protect the liberties of citizens also help to stabilize political power.22 The separation of pow-
ers doctrine provides an excellent illustration of this duality. On the one hand, thinkers such
as Locke and Montesquieu have considered the separation of powers to be an indispensable
condition of liberty. Similarly, political revolutions from the English (1688) to the French to
the American have invoked it as an institutional principle.23 Combining the power over mak-
ing laws with that of applying them was considered dangerous on the grounds that it would
deprive laws of their generality, publicity, and impartiality, reducing lawmaking to sovereign
whim. At the same time, however, Holmes points out that the separation of powers helps
promote “governmental maneuverability”:24 the separation of powers is not only a guarantor
of liberty, but also “a form of the division of labor, permitting—in some cases—a more
efficient distribution and organization of governmental functions. Specialization improves
everyone’s performance.”25 For instance, such a division of labor “can disentangle over-
lapping jurisdictions, sort out unclear chains of command, and help overcome a paralyzing
confusion of functions.”26

Even though individual rights are more usually imagined as normative commitments
that hold calculations of expediency in check, they too have a part to play in shoring
up governmental effectiveness. The freedom of conscience is a perfect example of this
dual logic because, to quote Holmes again, “[n]ot merely does it shelter the private sphere
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from unwanted incursions, it also unburdens the public sphere of irresolvable problems.”27

When public institutions take sides in fundamentally incommensurable disputes such as
confessional ones, this not only threatens the liberty of those who profess a different faith,
but corrodes the authority of government. Representative democratic institutions similarly
fulfill a dual function: although they are most frequently justified with reference to enabling
the exercise of public autonomy by citizens, they also serve to pacify political disputes,
promote competition among policy ideas, and render public power more adaptable.28

Some early instances of constitutional rule are useful for illustrating the role of consti-
tutional commitment in augmenting rather than limiting the power of the sovereign. Long
before the American Founding and the French Revolution redefined the constitution as the
instrument of legitimate political rule, proto-constitutional constraints on the authority of
purportedly absolutist monarchs often had the consequence of making the latter’s power
more effective.29 For instance, according to Holmes, the “leges imperii” of absolutist rule
bound the monarch to respect the right of succession so that he could not appoint a successor
and was obliged to safeguard the territorial integrity of the realm. By limiting the power of
any one monarch, laws concerning sovereign authority ensured the permanence of monar-
chical power itself.30 Similarly, Francis Sejersted observes that sovereigns who adhered to
legal constraints on their scope of authority were paradoxically more assured of the durabil-
ity of their acts than a despot whose power was circumscribed by his own mortality.31 To
use a distinction made by Stephen Krasner, legal constraints enabled absolutist monarchs
to cash in some of their de jure authority for de facto control, that is, the ability to govern
effectively.32

This strategic role of constitutional constraint makes sense as a response to the paradox
of commitment, whereby “the ability to commit often . . . expands one’s opportunity set,
whereas the capacity to exercise discretion . . . reduces it.”33 Thus, in the early modern
instance, the absence of limits on the sovereign’s authority poses an obstacle to the effective
exercise of sovereign power. Conversely, by curtailing its prerogative in the short term,
the sovereign could secure greater political power in the longer term. For instance, as
Hilton Root has shown with regard to 18th century France, the monarch could increase his
creditworthiness and secure access to loans provided that he could credibly repudiate his
claim to be above the law, particularly the obligation to repay his debts.34 Put differently,
accepting limits to his fiscal discretion enabled the king to reassure lenders that they would
not be expropriated, making them more willing to lend. An excellent way of realizing this
self-limitation was the guarantee of individual property rights which, in Holmes’s words,
were often “created and maintained by the state to promote the goals of the state.”35 Douglass
North and Barry Weingast’s classic study on the Glorious Revolution of 1688 tells a similar
story of constitutional transformation in England.36 Accordingly, the rapacious policies of
taxation pursued by the Crown during the first half of the seventeenth century precipitated
the overthrow of James II and the introduction of a series of mechanisms for constraining
the power of the monarch.37 Although these numerous institutional checks limited the power
of the monarch to tax his subjects, North and Weingast argue that rather than diminishing
the Crown’s solvency, these limitations increased it in comparison to the beginning of the
century when sovereign prerogative had been much more expansive.

As these examples show, whatever the reasons behind their initial adoption, many early in-
stances of constitutional commitment served to “markedly increase [the sovereign’s] capacity
to govern and to achieve his steady aims.”38 Some of these limitations, such as guarantees
against the expropriation of private wealth or edicts of religious toleration, created pock-
ets of individual liberty that laid the foundations of modern catalogues of constitutional
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rights. However, it is important to emphasize the pragmatic, power-enhancing role of such
proto-constitutional innovations alongside their contemporary normative significance.

In what follows, I will show that the Treaty of Rome system which grounds the European
Union’s supranational legal framework is best understood with reference to the pragmatic role
of constitutional commitment rather than an idealized Philadelphian narrative.39 I will argue
that in the first three decades of its development, the European legal order put into place a
form of constitutional practice that jettisoned the normative content that defines constitutional
discourse today. Europe’s functional constitutionalism is mostly about building power, and
only incidentally about any foundational principles of political legitimacy. Insofar as it exists
to administer a series of market-related policies, the Treaty of Rome system represents
a distinctive, pragmatic species of constitutionalism that is largely disconnected from the
normative principles with which we traditionally associate constitutional rule. While the
European legal order appropriated the legal and institutional machinery of constitutionalism
from the 1960s onwards, including a hierarchy of laws, individual rights, and judicial review,
each of these constitutional features has been marshaled and justified in terms of a distinctive
logic of governmental effectiveness.

iii. On Europe’s functional constitutionalism

Although the 1957 Treaty Establishing the European Economic Community originated as an
agreement among sovereign states, over the first few decades of its existence, it evolved into
a highly sophisticated legal order with a number of strikingly constitutional characteristics.
Let us briefly recall the most important of these. First, in a series of landmark rulings
beginning with Costa v. ENEL in 1964,40 the ECJ proclaimed that Community law takes
precedence over the laws of member states. Even in the event of a conflict between a
member state’s constitutional provisions and a piece of European law, the former must prevail
according to the ECJ.41 Through the piecemeal and sometimes grudging acceptance of the
supremacy doctrine by national courts, European law has acquired a complex structure that
integrates supranational law into the legal systems of member states.42 Under the preliminary
reference procedure of the Treaty, national courts are empowered to refer questions about
the application of European law to the ECJ, and have been directed by the ECJ to disregard
any national legislation that comes into conflict with European law. This means not only
that the ECJ has co-opted national courts into a European judiciary with a supranational
court at its center,43 but it has also given ordinary national courts powers of judicial review
normally reserved for constitutional courts, thus revising the domestic constitutional systems
of member states.44 Moreover, because it is their own courts rather than a distant supranational
body ordering member states to fulfill their supranational obligations, European law has
enjoyed remarkably consistent domestic application.

As important, in 1963, the ECJ ruled that certain provisions of the Treaty of Rome
gave rise to individual rights that could be relied on by individual litigants before national
courts.45 In the ensuing decades, the Court gradually expanded the remit of the direct effect
doctrine by finding more and more Treaty provisions and directives as capable of giving rise
to individual rights. Consequently, member state nationals (after the Treaty of Maastricht,
Union citizens) became the holders of a series of rights originating exclusively from European
law. The vast majority of these rights relate to cross-border economic activity, and the most
litigated among them remain those known under European law as “fundamental freedoms,”
namely, the freedoms of movement of persons, services, goods, and capital.46 Insofar as
it regards individuals as its addressees and provides rights guarantees that they may claim
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before domestic courts, the EU’s legal order now transcends the conventional paradigm of
international law and mirrors domestic constitutional orders.47

In 1986, the European Court of Justice carried the European legal order’s three decades of
development to its high water mark by calling the Treaty of Rome the “constitutional charter”
of the European Community.48 Although some academic commentators had considered the
EC in constitutional terms prior to this pronouncement, the Court’s Les Verts decision made
constitutional language all but unavoidable in any inquiry into the nature of the European
polity.49

And yet, while the European legal order replicates many of the key institutional features
we associate with constitutionalism, the fact that the whole system has been built to realize
a specific policy end (that of market integration) makes this supranational form of con-
stitutionalism highly distinctive. First, as most empirical accounts acknowledge, European
integration represents an attempt to enhance the capacity of public institutions (whether
at the subnational, national, or supranational levels) to tackle pressing policy challenges.50

While there has always been heated debate over the actors, conditions, and mechanisms
that predict the success or failure of regional integration,51 the European integration project
is explained primarily with reference to cross-border policy issues which member states
acting singly cannot, or can no longer, adequately address. In Jürgen Habermas’s words,
European integration responds to “problems that can no longer be solved within the frame-
work of nation-states or by the traditional method of agreements between sovereign states,”
including “the globalization of commerce and communication, of economic production and
finance, of the spread of technology and weapons, and above all of ecological and military
risks.”52 Because each of these problems calls for solutions on a scale greater than the nation-
state, new institutional mechanisms must be improvised to make concerted action by states
possible.

As scholars of international cooperation well know, however, sovereign states face im-
portant challenges in undertaking concerted action in pursuit of collective goods. Because
each state will have short-term incentives to renege on their promises, long-term cooperation
proves elusive in the absence of effective commitment and sanctioning mechanisms. The
range of decisions required over time to attain the objective of an integrated multinational
market on the scale of the European continent, such as the lifting of protectionist trade
restrictions, the adoption of common regulatory policies including those regarding competi-
tion, environmental, consumer, and labor standards, are those which states are motivated to
shirk. Supranational institutions (and in particular, supranational law) provide an answer to
precisely this problem of commitment: if competence over the making and enforcement of
decisions of this kind can be removed from the purview of member states and delegated to
an authority beyond their immediate control, the policy continuity and monitoring necessary
to attain the long-range objectives of integration can be brought within reach.

Thus, the delegation of competences to a new supranational authority can be viewed as
another version of the story of Ulysses tying himself to the mast of his ship to avoid future
temptation by the sirens.53 By submitting to the authority of supranational institutions on
some public policy issues, member states remove certain decisions from the realm of ordi-
nary domestic politics in the name of an anticipated longer-term good, a practice that closely
mirrors the mechanism of constitutional entrenchment. However, whereas many traditional
instances of constitutional commitment (such as substantive rights norms) are directly trace-
able to fundamental ideas of human dignity and autonomy, supranational self-binding in the
name of economic growth and competitiveness represents an instrumental deployment of
constitutional mechanisms. At stake is the ability of public institutions to manage systemic
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imperatives rather than the preservation of weighty normative principles. Here, the proto-
constitutional mechanisms used by early modern sovereigns provide an apposite parallel: just
as the monarch had short term incentives to default on his debts or overtax his wealthy sub-
jects, and sought to reassure lenders by narrowing his own discretion to expropriate them, in
the European context, surrendering power over the adoption, monitoring, and enforcement of
policies to a supranational body is meant to prevent shifting majorities in respective member
states from scuttling the collective endeavor. The unlimited discretion of the sovereign state
gets in the way of its exercising its power effectively, and the relinquishment of authority
over certain competences to supranational institutions provides an effective way for states to
signal the credibility of their long-term commitments to their peers.54

The term “functional” captures two important characteristics of this particular application
of constitutional mechanisms at the supranational level: first, the European Union issues
norms which govern a loosely defined but functionally delimited sphere of public policy.
In this respect, it is similar to other supernational institutions and regimes that have been
characterized in constitutional terms. However, functional specialization is a feature which
state-based paradigms of constitutionalism are ill equipped to capture. For one thing, within
the statist framework, it is assumed that all exercises of public power have to filter through
the mesh of domestic constitutional validity. As Dieter Grimm puts it, “[t]here is no space
for proprietors of public power outside the constitution.”55 By contrast, the European legal
order dispenses with the assumption of comprehensiveness that is traditionally associated
with constitutionalism (what Frank Michelman has called the constitution’s “pervasive”
quality).56 Rather, its legal order is based on the recognition that other constitutional or-
ders will be responsible for sectors of public authority that fall outside its remit. In this
sense, functional constitutionalism describes a compartmentalization of policy making into
differentiated zones of constitutional validity.57 This distinguishing feature of Europe’s supra-
national legal order is deftly captured by John McCormick’s term “Sektoralstaat,” which
understands “the EU [as] a qualitatively different and new form of polity” in comparison
to the law-governed liberal state (Rechtsstaat) of the early 20th century and the corporatist
welfare state (Sozialstaat) of the postwar period.58 Overseen by a functionally specialized
constitutional order, the Sektoralstaat represents a new technology of governance where
public power is increasingly splintered into specialized sectors (such as competition, free
movement, regulatory harmonization) that operate according to autonomous logics and in
relative isolation from domestic democratic or constitutional scrutiny.

Secondly, the qualifier “functional” refers to the fact that the European legal order is framed
by a narrowly defined telos, a feature which stands in stark contrast with the open-ended
configuration of traditional constitutions. Whereas constitutional norms usually set out the
fundamental procedural and substantive norms that will govern the future selection of public
ends through democratic processes, with as little prejudice to the outcomes of those processes
as possible, supranational law exists to implement a set of already-settled, substantive policy
objectives. Thus, the European legal order scrambles the analytical distinction between
what Dennis Mueller calls “constitutional choice” and “everyday political choice”: 59 rather
than provide the framework through which ordinary political questions will be deliberated,
negotiated, and resolved, the European legal order resorts to constitutional entrenchment in
order to administer policy choices already agreed to by member states.

To say that the functional constitution’s narrowly teleological framework does not allow
for the operation of democratic mechanisms of “opinion- and will-formation” is not to rehash
the familiar critique of the EU’s gaping democracy deficit. Rather, it is to assert that at a
more fundamental level, supranational governance is undertaken in order to foreclose and
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circumvent democratic contestation vis-à-vis the policy outcomes enshrined in the founding
treaties. As such, the idea of functional constitutionalism highlights the appropriation of
constitutional machinery in isolation from its traditional normative underpinnings. Each
constitutional feature of supranational law serves as a strategic tool for insulating a set of
policy ends from being challenged through domestic political processes. As a result, the
framework of the Treaty of Rome, including the limited contestatory mechanisms it puts
into place, cannot be used to question or undermine the objective of market integration
itself. Put differently, the primary role of the functional constitution is not to lay down the
procedural and substantive preconditions of political legitimacy, but to oversee the effective
implementation of a series of entrenched policy objectives.

iv. Functional constitutionalism beyond Europe

Today’s European Union espouses a wide array of aspirations. Without addressing the thorny
question of whether these aspirations can be matched by the EU’s existing competences (let
alone whether today’s economically incapacitated Union has the strength or resolve to
translate them into reality), we can nevertheless observe that the European legal order has
evolved beyond the functional constitutionalism of the Treaty of Rome. Particularly over the
past two decades, it has exceeded the narrow confines of the market-building blueprint and
has acquired many important normative features. The 1992 Maastricht Treaty expanded the
horizon of European supranationalism beyond economic integration towards more capacious
political objectives, not least by introducing the status of Union citizenship and a modest
number of attendant civil and political rights.60 Art 6(1) of the Amsterdam Treaty declared
the EU to be “founded on principles of liberty, democracy, respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms, and the rule of law,” recognizing that the European commonwealth
had advanced to the point where standards of legitimacy normally applicable to fully-fledged
polities were relevant.61 The Lisbon Treaty, which entered into force in December 2009,
formally complements this framework with a Charter of Fundamental Rights, a document
that far outshines most domestic bills of rights in terms of its scope and progressive quality.
This caps off a decades-long process by which the ECJ has gradually expanded market
freedoms derived from the Rome Treaty to protect interests other than the purely economic.
For instance, in the 1970s the ECJ famously interpreted the Treaty’s Art 119 (now Art 157)
prohibition on wage discrimination on the basis of sex so widely as to require member
states to correct some of the most pressing domestic labor market policies that discriminated
against women.62 Through a similar process, the principle of non-discrimination on the
basis of nationality, which was originally included in the EC Treaty to prevent states from
privileging the economic interests of their own nationals came to provide the kernel for
citizenship status.63 In recent years, the ECJ has used its self-appointed fundamental rights
mandate in a wide variety of causes ranging from the freedom of expression in Greece64 to
the rights of same sex partnership in Germany.65 In the celebrated Kadi decision of 2008, the
ECJ struck down a Community regulation implementing United Nations Security Council
resolutions on terrorist blacklisting on the grounds that it violated the due process rights of
individuals.66 Each of these developments has inched the constitution of the market closer to
a constitutionalism grounded in comprehensive principles of political legitimacy, however
incomplete this process may still be. In sum, although we can describe the first few decades
of its development using the category of functional constitutionalism, the legal order of the
EU has evolved beyond this model.
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Notwithstanding the gradual strengthening of the normative anchors of the European
legal order, the functional mode of constitutionalism that lies at the core of the European
legal order has not yet lost its relevance. Most pressingly, functional constitutionalism is a
useful interpretive category for making sense of the EU’s current economic predicament.
Since the start of the sovereign debt crisis in 2009, the EU’s crisis of democratic legitimacy
has arguably been eclipsed by a crisis of technocratic competence in the economic sphere,
whereby the ability of supranational institutions such as the European Central Bank, the
European Commission, and the Council to remedy the economic instability threatening all
member states has come under serious doubt. Europe’s economy (not to mention monetary
union) remains in jeopardy as long as existing supranational mechanisms are inadequate or
otherwise unsuited to addressing the disparate economic and financial pressures affecting
members of the euro zone. Elsewhere, critics charge that the current crisis compounds a
decades-old process in which the market integration project has eroded rather than buttressed
the already-endangered social welfare systems of member states.67 The challenge of adjusting
supranational institutions to changed circumstances throws into high relief the drawbacks
of the inflexibility built into the functional constitution. Because the functional constitution
has been entrenched in terms of its narrowly teleological orientation, the flaws in its original
design (most notably its market liberalization bias) are all but impossible to correct in the light
of the contemporary challenges faced by European welfare states. The “one-way ratchet”
of the functional constitution is in sharp contrast with the reflexive mechanisms built into
constitutions in the domestic context, which allow for the possibility of contesting, revising,
and correcting nearly all constitutional commitments.68 Lacking comparable mechanisms of
democratic revision and contestation emphasized in classical constitutional theory, Europe’s
functional constitution risks becoming ineffective as well as undemocratic, and thereby
losing its tenuous claim to outcome-based legitimacy.69

Further afield, the category of functional constitutionalism is highly relevant in the context
of other supernational regimes whose constitution-like features scholars have been increas-
ingly keen to document.70 Here, functional constitutionalism offers a remedy to the problem
of concept stretching which I identified earlier as affecting the academic debate in this area.
As a conceptual category designed to capture the constitutional aspects of new function-
ally specialized and partially autonomous regimes, functional constitutionalism is intended
to backstop our collective slide towards a wholly diluted understanding of constitutional-
ism. Moreover, it offers a way of addressing the powerful normative objections raised by
Philip Alston, Robert Howse, Kalypso Nicolaı̈dis and others against the hegemonic use
of constitutionalizing discourse with reference to the WTO and other supernational eco-
nomic institutions.71 These scholars argue that the use of constitutional terminology in such
contexts hides an attempt to throw the whitewash of political legitimacy over the largely
unaccountable, lopsided and inequitable institutions of global trade. The mere act of chris-
tening an organization “constitutional” serves to inure it against democratic contestation and
revision.72

Used as a critical term, functional constitutionalism flags just such a disconnect between
constitutional mechanisms on the one hand, and the normative principles which lend them
their value within liberal democratic societies on the other hand. It clarifies the new uses
towards which constitutional mechanisms are being marshaled in the supernational realm,
and highlights the fact that these new uses are fundamentally different from the meaning
with which the American and French Revolutions, as well as newer constitutional move-
ments such as those in India, South Africa, Egypt, and elsewhere have vested the idea
of constitutionalism. Stripped of its role as the guardian of foundational political values,
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constitutionalism becomes merely a clever device for making credible commitments, avail-
able for deployment in the service of any policy aim, however divisive or partial. As an idea
that captures this sea change, functional constitutionalism can help crystallize our normative
response to the powers accumulated by norm-producing institutions beyond the state.

Even more fundamentally, the idea of functional constitutionalism can shed light on our
intuitions about constitutional theory. On a traditional understanding, constitutional con-
straints earn their claim to authority insofar as they ground the exercise of public power in a
series of weighty political principles. The emergence of a purely instrumental constitution-
alism shows that we cannot take this link for granted: the normative dimension which makes
constitutionalism an enduring and inspiring mode of political ordering can disappear from
view and we must be able to tell when this has happened. Such cases should not prompt us
to simply ignore the constitutional claims of the laws or institutions in question; rather, our
awareness of the distinctiveness of a purely pragmatic constitutional practice can help us in
critiquing legal regimes whose normative grounding is weak or non-existent.

NOTES
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